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Executive summary
Contents

Following a subdued result in H2 2015, and before ‘Brexit’, a drawn out federal
election result and triple-A credit rating warnings, net 33% of CFOs felt more confident
in H1 2016, reflecting a range of factors indicating short term strength. In particular,
better news from the Chinese economy is slowing the decline of commodity prices.
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Looking further ahead, however, the waters are murkier. 80% of CFOs believe
current levels of uncertainty are holding back business investment, with nearly
40% supporting fiscal stimulus to boost non-mining business investment.
Tax reform, policy certainty and government stability were the top pre-election
issues, with business and personal taxes identified as the areas most in need of
reform. Despite being taken off the table by the Coalition government, 20% of
respondents still feel that GST reform should be a priority.

Confidence improves before greater uncertainty hits

Interest and exchange rates expected to fall

Better news from China and the associated stabilisation

CFOs generally expect interest and exchange rates to sit at or

of key commodity prices – however modest and fleeting –

below current levels in 12 months’ time – broadly aligning with

appeared to be supporting an increase in confidence among

Deloitte Access Economics forecasts which see both rates falling

CFOs. This was despite fears of a ‘Brexit’ and mixed results

in the next year. But a majority of respondents still feel that

from the United States, not to mention the knife-edge federal

now is not a good time to be taking on risk. In fact, the survey

election result. Interest rates and the value of the Australian

recorded its first positive net percentage of CFOs who felt

dollar also continue to be sources of confidence.

that Australian corporates are over-geared, with all forms

Christmas in July? Tax reform tops CFO wish list
Tax reform was the most important election issue for

Looking inward

Australian CFOs, followed by policy certainty and government

In an uncertain environment, accelerated transformation, cost-

stability. Despite this, almost 80% of respondents reported

out and operating margins, and innovation-led strategy stood

that the tax debate of the last 12 months had not negatively

out from a busy pack in terms of priority issues for CFOs over

affected business investment. Instead, an equal proportion

the next 12-24 months.

felt that current levels of uncertainty were holding back
investment, and nearly 40% support fiscal stimulus to
Deloitte has surveyed the CFOs of major Australian listed companies since 2009. This CFO Sentiment survey
covers the first half of 2016 and took place between 28 April 2016 and 31 May 2016. 61 CFOs participated,
representing businesses with a combined market value of approximately $476 billion or 25% of the
Australian quoted equity market.

of external funding deemed less attractive than in H2 2015.

boost non-mining business investment.
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< Election issues
Almost a quarter of respondents said that
tax reform was the most important election
issue, although only 20% said that the tax
debate of the last 12 months had negatively
affected business investment.

Confidence grows... >
Net 33% of CFOs feel more optimistic now
than three months ago, a significant jump
on the net 5% figure recorded in H2 2015.

Rates expected to move >
75% of respondents expect the value of the
Australian dollar to fall over the next 12 months,
while 94% expect interest rates to be at or
below current levels in 12 months’ time.

< ...along with uncertainty
Despite this relative increase, uncertainty
remains high, and has grown further in
recent weeks, and 80% of CFOs believe
current levels of uncertainty are holding
back business investment.

< Stimulus
40% of CFOs agreed with the statement that fiscal
stimulus was required to boost non-mining business
investment, while a further 30% agreed but felt that
budget repair was more important.
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Macroeconomic
update
Economic uncertainty
is rife in the global
economy and, despite
recording robust
growth in the March
2016 quarter, the
longer term outlook
for the Australian
economy is clouded
with downside risks.

The current environment of low

Longer run risks

Closer to home, just as the housing

interest rates, a lower exchange

Yet CFOs are right to be wary. When

market looked set to cool on the east

rate and weak wage growth have all

considering the longer run outlook,

coast, prices have rebounded in the

combined to improve Australian business

there are some significant downside

second quarter of 2016. A surge in

competitiveness in a way that would be

risks on the horizon.

housing prices leads to a range of

the envy of many advanced economies.

short term positives but the longer out

Yet the risks presented by China, the

While Brexit has stolen the headlines

in time you look, the less solid that set

domestic housing market and persistent

of late, China is the more pressing

of circumstances becomes, especially

low inflation make the longer term

concern for the Australian economy.

when it is house prices which have

outlook one to be wary of.

A recent surge in credit growth has lifted

surged, not the incomes of the people

activity in housing and infrastructure,
Short term strengths

living in them. When interest rates do

in turn stimulating commodity prices

begin to rise, and with them mortgage

The Australian economy is performing

and Australian national income growth.

costs, the hit to disposable income will

well against many indicators. Output

This is a clear short term positive for

impact consumer spending and gains

growth is at trend – 3.1% over the year

the Australian economy and the federal

in housing construction.

to March 2016. Low interest rates have

budget. But debt is producing less growth

kept retail spending healthy and sent

in China than it used to and continuing to

Despite healthy activity levels in the

the building of new housing to record

postpone the transition from investment

Australian economy, price growth has

highs. And the lower Australian dollar

to consumer-led growth increases the risk

been persistently low. This is mixed

has helped tourism and provided a

of a hard landing further down the track.

news for corporates. On the positive

welcome layer of protection to miners,

side labour costs haven’t moved in

farmers and manufacturers. Even

That’s not to say that Brexit doesn’t

four years, however weak consumer

better still, employment numbers have

present risks to the global economy.

demand hasn’t given businesses much

increased 2.1% over the year to April

The outcome of the referendum has

in the way of pricing power and revenue

pushing the national unemployment

thrown financial markets into turmoil,

streams will remain under pressure as

rate down to 5.7%.

not least because many had bet on the

price growth continues to crawl in the

alternative scenario unfolding. While

foreseeable future.

Given that weak output and price growth

markets have since recovered most of

is challenging much of the advanced

their losses, the more concerning factor

world, and Australia is at the tail end of

is the protracted period of uncertainty

a resources boom, activity levels in the

now facing the United Kingdom. The risk

domestic economy are impressive.

is that financial uncertainty spreads to the

+2.1%
5.7%

European single market is renegotiated,
However, the direct impacts on Australia
are likely to remain limited.

Short term strengths
Current national
unemployment rate.

“There’s a new challenge in town.
Just when CFOs were wrapping
their heads around a world that
has grown more volatile and
uncertain since 2008, the Brexit
bombshell adds another degree
of difficulty. Yet chances are the
headlines of the moment will
ultimately prove to be rather
bigger than the eventual impact
on Australia’s economy.”

real economy as the relationship with the
and indeed, all other trading partners.

Short term strengths
Employment numbers
have increased.

Chris Richardson
Deloitte Access Economics
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Chart 1

Business confidence – local

Chart 2

Chart 3

Chart 4

Business confidence – international

Impacts on optimism – global factors

Impacts on optimism – domestic factors
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Better news from China,
and the associated recovery
in commodity prices – however
modest and fleeting – appears
to be supporting an increase
in confidence among CFOs.
This was despite Brexit
concerns, mixed results from
the United States, and before
the recent federal election.

Compared to three months ago,
how do you feel about the financial
prospects for your company?

H2
14

H1
15

H2
15

H1
16

Note: UK and US data based on
latest survey releases, which in
both cases is the 2016 Q1 report

Compared to three months ago,
how do you feel about the financial
prospects for your company?

In contrast to the rather subdued response of CFOs in

The improved confidence result observed in Chart 1

the second half of 2015, the first CFO Sentiment survey

places the relative improvement in Australian CFO

has recorded a net 33% of CFOs feeling more confident

confidence well above that of their UK and US

now than three months ago. While CFO Sentiment is a

counterparts. Most notably, confidence among UK

new approach to seeking and communicating the views

respondents continues to fall, where a net 15% of CFOs

of Australia’s senior finance executives, the questions

felt less optimistic in H1 2016. A mere 25% of UK CFOs

and answers posed are still comparable. As a result,

reported that now was a good time to be taking risk onto

this shift is both meaningful and encouraging.

the balance sheet, and perceptions of uncertainty are at a
three-year high. This not only reflects broader concerns of

40% of CFOs reported an increase in confidence,

global economic fragility but, more specifically, pointed to

while 51% indicated that their feelings about the

anxiety in the lead up to the ‘Brexit’ referendum, with 75%

financial prospects for their company were broadly

of CFOs saying that a decision to leave the European Union

unchanged. As presented in Charts 3 and 4 below,

(EU) was not in the best interests of business. This result was,

it would appear that key negative influences have

of course, observed well before the referendum outcome,

eased, including the domestic share market, commodity

and highlights just how damaging the Brexit could be. With

prices, and news from China. However, CFO responses

Britain’s relationship with the EU single market now unclear,

were collected prior to two major events that have

business confidence will likely dive and remain subdued

likely contributed to widespread feelings of uncertainty:

for some time. More importantly, and worryingly, business

Brexit has become reality and, at the time this report

investment could stall while a new arrangement is

was finalised, the federal election had failed to deliver

negotiated over a period of several years.

a clear result.
Across the Atlantic, CFO confidence in the United States is
still recording a net positive result – but only just – no doubt
dragged down by some of the same concerns around global
uncertainty affecting UK respondents. The US survey did,
however, also note that CFOs were disappointed by consumer
spending figures and the fall in equity markets between
surveys. Importantly, this observation came before the most
recent jobs figures which have spooked markets and further
dampened hopes of a US rate hike in the near future.
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How has your level of optimism been
affected by the following factors?

How has your level of optimism been
affected by the following factors?

Not only was it a boon to exporters whose goods became

While domestic perceptions of China’s economy

Record low interest rates remain a strong source of

remain net negative, this influence has eased since

optimism among CFOs, and the Reserve Bank will be

This good news story supported the boom in sentiment

the last survey. This corresponds with recent measures

hoping its May rate cut will further stimulate business

adopted by Chinese authorities to ease pressure on

confidence and, in turn, investment. While the easing

industrial sectors, in turn supporting a stabilisation

of this positive influence is slight, it is worth noting that

in key commodity prices.

cutting rates to record lows does not have universal
appeal, and may fuel concerns regarding the health

Conversely, the impact of the European economy has

of the domestic economy.

returned to net negative, reflecting fears of a possible

more competitive, but it also promoted overseas interest
in domestic infrastructure assets and transaction activity.

surrounding the dollar observed in recent years, and yet
the fall of the dollar has not continued in as significant
or sharp a manner as many expected. The recent
stabilisation of key commodity prices such as iron ore,
however fleeting this might prove to be, has further
delayed the return of the dollar to historical levels,
and perhaps further diminished its positive influence
on CFO confidence.

Brexit as well as the economic impacts of social unrest

The value of the Australian dollar has also fallen away

due to terror attacks and the influx of refugees. This

as a source of optimism. This may reflect the fact that

survey was conducted prior to the victory for the Brexit

as the dollar fluctuates around levels consistent with

campaign, and the surprise decision to leave the EU

historical averages, the positive influence of this fall

would likely push optimism lower. We are now entering

eases. However, the explanation may lie in common

However, the net impact remains negative as the long

several years of uncertainty regarding the United

expectations of a steeper fall. Since the commodities

term risks posed by the Chinese economy persist. The

Kingdom’s future position within the European and

boom first began to unravel, and demand for (and

negative influence of the share market has also eased,

global economies.

therefore the value of) the Australian dollar fell,

with H2 2015 sentiment reflecting a more than 10%

many welcomed the falling exchange rate.

fall in the value of the ASX 200 during the first three

The positive influence of the US economy has also waned.
While it continues to produce positive signs of recovery,
mixed economic data has prolonged the process of
(and debate over) returning monetary levers to more
traditional settings.

This bump in commodity markets no doubt also explains
improved sentiment regarding commodity prices.

weeks of August 2015 – with much of this fall being
recovered since.
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24%
19%

of respondents highlighted
tax reform as among the
most important election issues.
9
of respondents said the same
of government stability
and policy certainty.

“The role for today’s CFO is increasingly diverse, as
are the risks, challenges and opportunities they have to
manage. Beyond the standards of capital management,
financial analysis and reporting, accounting and tax,
my role also extends to technology and business
services. We are far more than just the financial
custodians. We need to also be strategists as well as
tacticians where uncertainty is the norm rather than
the exception, and be able to apply a commercial lens.
There are always plenty of pressing issues that require
attention and that can impact business confidence,
with the biggest current and unresolved matter in
my mind being the global wall of capital increasing
asset prices with not necessarily a corresponding
improvement in business fundamentals.”

Tax reform tops
CFO wish list
Tax reform was the most
important election issue
for Australian CFOs, but it’s
not the tax debate holding
back investment. Instead,
it’s the damaging influence
of pervasive uncertainty.
Chart 5

What are the most important
election issues for the growth
prospects of your business?

In our H2 2013 survey, when CFOs were
asked to identify priorities for the new
Coalition government that would improve
business confidence, the same issues
arose, with ‘tax reform’ and ‘consistency

According to CFOs, tax reform, government

and stability’ emerging as the two most

stability and policy certainty emerged as

popular issues. This suggests that progress

the most important elections issues

at a federal level has been lacking in the

in 2016. In many respects, both are

eyes of CFOs, and that ongoing stability

interconnected, with a great deal of

remains a genuine source of frustration.

uncertainty surrounding taxation policy
in the lead up to the election, as well

Both the 2013 and 2016 survey

as the expected taxation policy of

questions allowed for text input from

a post-election government.

respondents, and other important
election issues identified in this survey
include innovation and targeted

Election issues

incentives (such as R&D tax schemes),
as well as the recurring issues of budget
repair and industrial relations reform.

24%

19%
Anastasia Clarke
CFO, The GPT Group
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Chart 6

Chart 7

Chart 8

Tax reform

Uncertainty

Policy impact on investment

GST
20%

Superannuation
7%

Neutral
13%

Transfer pricing
5%

Somewhat disagree
5%

R&D government
incentives
3%

Strongly disagree
2%

Business tax
23%

Somewhat
negative impact
20%

Somewhat disagree
21%
Neutral
11%

Somewhat
positive impact
2%

Strongly agree
11%

Agree, but fiscal repair
is more important
30%

Impact of tax
debate on
investment

State and
Territory taxes
21%

Personal
taxes
21%

Somewhat agree
69%

Stimulus
required to boost
investment

Neutral impact
79%

Which areas of the taxation system
do you believe are most in need
of reform?

To what extent do you agree that
current levels of uncertainty are
holding back business investment?

Looking deeper into the question of tax reform,

Uncertainty among the business community currently

uncertainty with subdued economic activity1, and

CFOs were asked to nominate areas of the tax system

sits at a historically high level, and that is reflected in

bringing to light the concrete impacts of what is at

they believed were most in need of reform. Perhaps

many of the survey responses recorded. Monetary policy

times a nebulous concept.

unsurprisingly, respondents identified business tax

is entering unchartered waters all over the globe, and the

as the most pressing area, followed by personal

world’s two largest economies are currently navigating

Now more than ever, Australian business needs

taxes, and the state and territory tax system.

complex economic transitions. Closer to home, the

to assess risks in volatile markets and disrupted

election represented another source of considerable

industries, and then embrace uncertainty in order

Despite being taken off the table by the Coalition

uncertainty and so does our own transition out of the

to capitalise on the opportunities that it presents.

government, reform of the GST remains a high priority

mining investment boom. As noted above, this survey

The results shown in Chart 7 highlight the

among CFOs, while the superannuation system – which

was also conducted prior to the British EU referendum,

importance of this, and the harmful effects

has received considerable recent attention – is less

and levels of uncertainty can only have increased

of persistent uncertainty.

of a priority.

following the surprise win for the Brexit campaign.

As shown in Chart 7, such an environment appears
to be having a significant impact on business activity,
with 80% of CFOs agreeing that it is holding back
investment. This is consistent with research recently
conducted by the Reserve Bank, linking heightened

What impact has the tax reform debate
of the last 12 months had on your
investment decisions? To what extent
do you agree that fiscal stimulus is
required to assist non-mining business
investment?
Increasingly, commentators and policy makers alike
are questioning the extent to which monetary policy can
continue to do the ‘heavy lifting’ in Australia’s transition
away from mining investment. Globally, the same debate
emerges with respect to economic recovery more
broadly. Chart 8 presents the results of two questions
that sought to explore CFO views regarding policy
leadership from Canberra, as well as the role of
fiscal stimulus in today’s economy.
Federal policymakers have been debating tax reform

We know what do to, but the
politics of reform is horrendously
hard. At any given time the
prospects for tax reform are only
three banner headlines from defeat.

for some time now, with the aim of stimulating business
investment among other things. While one might
expect the back and forth nature of this debate to have
discouraged investment, it appears that the impact
has not been substantial. Only 20% of CFOs reported
a negative influence on business investment, with no
respondents reporting a significant impact either way.

Mythbusting Tax Reform, Deloitte Australia 2015

1 Angus Moore (Reserve Bank of Australia), Measuring
Economic Uncertainty and Its Effects, Research Discussion
Paper 2016-01

Somewhat agree
38%

The political climate, the reactions
of vested interests, and the sheer
breadth of the reform opportunities
being considered – has resulted in
a debate that has been confusing,
contradictory and inflexible.
Mythbusting Tax Reform, Deloitte Australia 2015
This is particularly interesting given the clear desire for
tax reform revealed in Chart 5, and perhaps suggests that
CFOs never placed any significant weight on the credibility
of the debate, and in turn, were not disheartened by the
lack of progress on key initiatives.
An even more interesting result was observed in regard
to fiscal stimulus. Almost 40% of respondents felt that
fiscal stimulus is required to boost business investment
in Australia. A further 30% agreed, but felt that the state
of the budget didn’t allow for such measures.

CFO Sentiment Confidence on the rise in a sea of uncertainty
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“In today’s environment the roles and
responsibilities of the CFO are far more
complex and demanding than ever before.
Yes, we are the financial custodians,
but our role increasingly extends beyond
this traditional confine, to include the
likes of technology, risk management and
strategy all of which have a significant
influence on the finance, operations
and commercial functions.

Interest and exchange
rates expected to fall

There is no doubt that volatility and
uncertainty have emerged as constants
rather than trends. We have to learn to live
with them and work even harder to manage
the risks, but still have a risk appetite that
enables growth and effective investment.
The result? There is still a level of confidence
about the future, as long as business can
have a degree of certainty regarding the
likes of government policy and taxation.”

CFOs generally expect
interest and exchange
rates to sit at or below
current levels in 12 months’
time, but a majority still
feel that now is not a good
time to be taking on risk.

Where do you expect to see
the value of the Australian
dollar in 12 months’ time?

As already noted, the fall of the Australian

This is consistent with the Deloitte

dollar following the collapse of commodity

Access Economics forecasts presented

prices has not been as severe as many

in Chart 9. Further falls in commodity

expected, and the overwhelming majority

prices are expected as the impacts of

of CFOs expect that the value of the

the latest Chinese stimulus measures

dollar has further to fall over the next

ease, placing downward pressure on

12 months.

the value of the dollar over the next
12 months. Indeed, Deloitte Access
Economics expects the value of the
dollar to remain below the post-float
average over the forecast horizon.

Chart 9

Exchange rates

Brett Redman
CFO, AGL
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Chart 10

Chart 11

Chart 12

Chart 13

Interest rates

Risk appetite

Corporate gearing
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Is this a good time to be taking greater
risk onto your balance sheet?

While roughly the same proportion of CFOs expect

Consistent with the improved result in Chart 1,

interest rates to either fall or sit at around the same

the risk appetite among CFOs has also improved

level in 12 months’ time, very few respondents

with 44% who believe now is a good time to be taking

reported that they expect official rates to increase.

risk onto the balance sheet. While this may seem at odds
with responses elsewhere highlighting elevated levels of

Importantly, these responses were received after

uncertainty, it also reflects record low interest rates and

the latest reduction of the overnight cash rate target

increased prospects of cuts to the company tax rate.

interest rates will fall over the next 12 months,
before commencing a steady move upward over
the forecast horizon.
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Where do you expect to see interest
rates in 12 months’ time?

to 1.75%. Deloitte Access Economics expects that
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It is worth noting that this increase still fails to
bring about a net positive result, with the majority
of CFOs indicating that now is not a good time
to be increasing leverage.

H2
11

H1
12

H2
12

H1
13
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13

Bank borrowing
Corporate debt
Equity issuance
Internal funding (from profits)

What do you think of the level
of gearing on Australian corporate
balance sheets?

How do you currently rate the
attractiveness of the following source
of funding for Australian corporates?

Recent surveys have observed a substantial shift in

Consistent with the results presented in Chart 12,

perceptions of corporate gearing in Australia, with

it appears that the attractiveness of external funding

net 7% of CFOs believing that Australian corporates

has declined across all major sources. Bank borrowing

are now over-geared – the first positive reading in the

has experienced the sharpest fall since H2 2015, followed

history of this series. The exact cause of this departure

by equity issuance and corporate debt. Conversely,

from historical levels is difficult to discern from survey

internal funding has become more attractive

responses alone, although it is perhaps the result of

among CFOs.

increasing concerns regarding the destabilising impacts
of ‘cheap money’, and an increasing preference for
alternative sources of funding.

H1
14

H2
14

H1
15

H2
15

H1
16
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Looking inward: are these
issues on your radar?

It goes without saying that
today’s CFO must wear multiple
hats and manage increasingly
varied demands. These often
include operational matters outside
the finance function, and CFOs
must be able to advise, and
strategise, on multiple risks
and opportunities.

Rapid trends in technology, shifting market and

As cybercrime increases in frequency, size and

consumer demands, and economic and regulatory

sophistication, vigilance and resilience, not just

pressures continue to create disruptive market

technology and security, are important defences

conditions and the need for organisations to transform

against the risk and reality of attack.

at an accelerated pace. Innovation, and its associated
productivity benefits, remains a catalyst for growth and

As with conduct and broader reputational risk, the

a key to any transition to a smart, high value economy,

financial impacts of attack can be far-reaching in their

and future local and global competitiveness.

magnitude and duration.

But two other issues in particular stood out as being

CFOs generally understand the extent to which cyber

on the CFO radar, but perhaps not to the extent that

controls are applied in their organisations compared to

might be expected.

financial controls. But only 21% of those surveyed said
this was at a high level. That 20% said their understanding

With political, regulatory, and media scrutiny

was low is cause for concern, alongside the 59% among

surrounding conduct and compliance now stronger

whom there appeared to be room for improvement.

than ever – not to mention public expectations – conduct
Survey respondents identified a wide range of issues
they believed would be important for their organisations

needs to be top-of-mind for Australian businesses and

As financial custodians, CFOs will be asked to fund

their financial custodians.

cyber readiness, and they have a vested interest in
broad-based and effective defences and outcomes

over the next 12-24 months – led by accelerated

A listed entity’s reputation is one of its most valuable

transformation and innovation, but followed closely

assets which, if damaged, is increasingly difficult to

by technology and regulatory change and its implications,

restore. In a recent global Deloitte survey of company

cost-out and operating margins, digital disruption and

directors, including from Australia, 70% said that it took

customer engagement and retention.

up to three years to recover from the reputational

in the event of a breach.
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“Responding to tax
reforms, developing
a stronger post-mining
economy, and positioning
for business growth in
the face of increasing
disruptive impacts, are
certainly important
issues for business and,
by extension, for CFOs.”

and financial impacts of a crisis, whether self-inflicted
or otherwise.
Governance and compliance frameworks will inevitably be
in place, but overseeing responsible and ethical business
practices, and managing the reputational, financial and
cultural impacts when things go wrong is something CFOs
today are expected to understand, plan for and manage.
More than 80% of survey respondents agreed that
managing regulatory and conduct matters was an
increasingly important part of their role. Yet conduct
did not feature in the top ten issues they expected
to confront over the next two years.

Stephen Rue
CFO, NBN Co.
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